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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate the characteristics of IEEE 802.16 and conclude that it is better to equip BS (base station) and
SS (subscriber station) with Layer 3 functionality. Therefore, an 802.16 network can act as the backbone network of different
subnets for better deployment. Based on the two IEEE Specifications, 802.16-2004 and 802.16e, we propose two kinds of
paradigms of the 802.16 network technology for mobile networking. In the first paradigm, a novel concept called middle-
domain mobility management in between macro- and micro-domain for 802.16-2004 is proposed. The management scheme
of middle-domain is designed to accommodate different micro-mobility protocols in an 802.16-2004 network environment.
Moreover, a mathematical analysis and simulation study are presented for performance evaluation. In the second paradigm,
by comparing with traditional overlay networks (e.g. GPRS/WLAN), we have found that the characteristics for the 802.16e/
802.11 overlay network are actually different from traditional overlay networks. To provide more efficient vertical handoff, a
novel protocol called speed-based vertical handoff scheme (SVH) is proposed. A Simulation study has demonstrated that
SVH can achieve a better performance than its WLAN-first counterpart in terms of less signaling and fewer packet losses.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Broadband Wireless Access (BWA) technology
provides an easy, time-saving, and low-cost method
for deployment of next generation (beyond 3G) net-
work infrastructure. Since 1998, IEEE 802.16 work-
ing group has launched a standardization process
called Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (Wireless
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MANTM) for BWA. The newly released specification
of 802.16 (IEEE Std 802.16-2004) [1] focuses on fixed
location wireless access and can support up to 134
Mbps bit rate. Moreover, IEEE 802.16 working
group is currently working on the standardization
of a new 802.16 interface, 802.16e [2], to support
wireless access with high mobility. The WiMax

Forum (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave

Access) [3], a wireless industry consortium with
about 100 members including major vendors such
as AT&T, Fujitsu, Intel, and Siemens Mobile, is sup-
porting 802.16 technology and promoting its com-
mercial use, which means 802.16 is becoming the
most important technology in BWA.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, a typical 802.16 network
consists of a base station (BS) and a couple of sub-

scriber stations (SS) that connect to the BS via a
high-speed wireless link. The BS acts as a gateway
to the Internet. Legacy LANs or even more complex
subnet systems can connect to the 802.16 network
via SS. An 802.16 network (including the Legacy
LANs that connect to SS) can cover a large geo-
graphical area since the distance between BS and
SS can be up to 30 miles (in the case of 802.16-2004).

Similar to other 802 protocols, IEEE 802.16
defines the specification in physical layer (Layer 1)
and MAC layer (Layer 1.5). Thus, from the view-
point of layering architecture in networking, an
802.16 network is basically a subnet and the BS or
SS acts as a Layer 2 (L2) device (bridge, for
instance). However, it is improper to view an
802.16 network as a subnet like 802.3 or 802.11
LAN, since (1) an 802.16 network can cover a large
geographical area and (2) a large number of users
(including mobile hosts) in the network would cause
serious performance degradation if the whole 802.16
network is only a single broadcast domain.

For example, Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
requires the ARP request frame to be broadcast in
the whole 802.16 subnet in order to get the mapping
from the logical IP address to the physical address.

Moreover, in order to support mobile computing in
802.16, L2 mobility management as well as L2
handoff control [4] require the handoff frames to
be broadcast in the network, creating more annoyed
broadcast frames in the 802.16 network.

Therefore, we conclude that it is better to equip
BS and SS with Layer 3 (L3) functionality such that
802.16 network acts as the backbone network of dif-
ferent subnets to enhance 802.16-based network
deployment. This kind of network deployment (het-
erogeneous subnets interconnected by L3 802.16 BS/
SS) is actually a form of internet, and it is called
802.16 network environment in this paper.

There are two approaches to support mobility for
users in an 802.16 network environment: (1) mobile
hosts equipped with 802.11 interface roaming among
WLANs or cellular systems that connect to SS (in the
case of 802.16-2004), or (2) mobile hosts equipped
with 802.16e interface connecting to the BS directly.
In this paper, we aim to design appropriate mobility
management schemes for each of the two approaches
respectively as briefly explained in the following.

Deployment of 802.16 technology by approach
(1) for mobility supporting is called the paradigm
of ‘‘802.16-2004 mobile network environment’’ in this
paper. Given that 802.16-2004 BS and SS are
equipped with L3 functionality as discussed above,
an 802.16-2004 mobile network environment is
beyond the ability of a Layer 2 mobility manage-
ment scheme. Hence, we investigated the feasibility
of applying existing L3 mobility management
schemes in the paradigm. We have found that the
current two-tier mobility management (macro-

mobility + micro-mobility) [5,6] cannot fit in
802.16-2004 mobile network environment well.
Therefore, a new concept of middle-domain mobility
management is proposed.

On the other hand, mobile hosts with 802.16e
interface in approach (2) act like mobile subscriber
stations that connect to 802.16e BS directly. In this
case, there is only one single 802.16e cell for mobile
hosts and it does not require elaborate mobility
management. Thus, we are more interested in the
extension of approach (2) in which WLANs are con-
necting to stationary SS and mobile hosts are
equipped with both 802.16e and 802.11 interfaces.
Deployment of the extension is called the paradigm
of ‘‘802.16e/802.11 overlay network environment’’ in
the paper. As in traditional overlay networks (e.g.
GPRS/802.11 overlay networks) [7], mobility man-
agement for 802.16e/802.11 overlay network envi-
ronment needs to deal with not only horizontalFig. 1. General view of 802.16 network.
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handoff (802.11 h-i 802.11) but also vertical handoff
(802.16e h-i 802.11). Since the mobility manage-
ment scheme proposed for 802.16-2004 mobile
network environment can be applied for horizontal
handoff, design of the vertical handoff scheme is the
main focus for 802.16e/802.11 overlay network
environment.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
First of all, we make a brief survey of (1) existing
L3 mobility protocols, (2) related work of mobility
management for 802.16, and (3) vertical handoff
schemes in overlay networks in Section 2. The con-
cept of 802.16 middle-domain and the associated
handoff mechanism for 802.16-2004 mobile network
environment are presented in Section 3. In Section
4, an efficient vertical handoff scheme for 802.16e/
802.11 overlay network environment is proposed.
Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Related work

2.1. L3 mobility management

Currently L3 mobility management solutions
can be broadly classified into two categories:
macro-mobility and micro-mobility management
solutions, in which the movement of mobile users
between two network domains is referred to as
macro-mobility and the movement between two
subnets within one domain is referred to as micro-
mobility. In the following, we make a brief survey
on the most typical macro-mobility protocol,
Mobile IP (MIP) [8,9], and two typical micro-
mobility protocols [10], Cellular IP (CIP) [11,12]
and Mobile IP Regional Registration (MIP-RR)
[13]. Moreover, specific issues about MIP such as
Route Optimization MIP (ROMIP) [14], MIPv6

[15,16] and Fast MIPv6 (FMIPv6) [17,18] are also
surveyed.

2.1.1. Macro-mobility protocol: MIP

In MIP, a mobile host (MH) uses two IP
addresses: a fixed home address and a care-of-

address (CoA) that changes at each new point of
attachment (subnet). A router called Home Agent

(HA) on an MH’s home network is responsible
for maintaining the mapping (binding) of the home
address to the CoA. When an MH moves to a for-
eign network, the MH obtains a CoA from the For-

eign Agent (FA) and registers the CoA with its HA.
In this way, whenever an MH is not attached to its
home network, the HA gets all packets destined for

the MH and arranges to deliver to the MH’s current
point of attachment by tunneling the packets to the
MH’s CoA.

2.1.2. Micro-mobility protocols: CIP and MIP-RR

CIP is proposed to provide local mobility and
handoff support for frequently moving hosts. It sup-
ports fast handoff and paging in CIP access net-
works. For mobility between different CIP
networks, it can interwork with MIP to provide
wide-area mobility support. A Cellular IP network
consists of a gateway (GW) and base stations
(BS). The gateway connects the Cellular IP network
to Internet. Cellular IP base stations are nodes that
have an interface to a wireless network and inter-
faces to the wired network. Packets transmitted
from mobile hosts are always routed from the base
station to the gateway by a hop-by-hop shortest
path routing. On the other hand, packets destined
to an MH reach the GW first. Then the GW for-
wards the packets to the MH using the host-specific
routing path.

MIP-RR aims to reduce the number of signaling
messages to the home network and also reduce the
signaling delay by performing registrations locally
in a regional network. When an MH first arrives
at a regional network, it performs a home registra-
tion with its HA. During the home registration,
the HA registers the CoA of the MH, which is actu-
ally a publicly routable address of another mobility
agent called a gateway foreign agent (GFA). When
an MH changes FAs within the same regional net-
work, it performs only a regional registration to
the GFA to update its local CoA. The packets for
the MH are first intercepted by its HA, which tun-
nels those to the registered GFA. The GFA checks
its visitor list and forwards the packets to the corre-
sponding FA of the MH. The FA further relays the
packets to the MH. In order to enhance the effi-
ciency of mobility management in MIP-RR, more
levels of Hierarchical Foreign Agent (HFA) can be
added between GFA and FA.

2.1.3. Specific issues: ROMIP, MIPv6 and FMIPv6
To remedy the problem of triangular routing and

reduce the packet loss during handoff, ROMIP was
proposed. ROMIP allows every CN to cache and
use binding copies. The original binding for an
MH is kept in its HA, but ROMIP supports that
a binding copy can be propagated to the requiring
nodes. Local bindings in a CN enable most packets
in a traffic session to be delivered by direct routing.

C.-C. Yang et al. / Computer Networks 51 (2007) 2049–2066 2051
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Moreover, an MH also informs its previous FA
about the new CoA, so that the packets tunneled
to the old location (due to an out-of-date binding
copy) can be forwarded to the current location. This
forwarding mechanism in ROMIP reduces the
handoff latency and thus reduces the packet loss
during handoff. However, the improvement of
ROMIP over MIP in terms of routing efficiency
and smaller handoff latency is at the cost of signifi-
cantly larger signaling overhead.

MIPv6 takes advantage of the larger address
space of IPv6 as well as the idea of ROMIP for rout-
ing improvement to mobile hosts. Therefore, the
CN supporting MIPv6 must maintain the binding
cache for the communicating MH and perform
binding update after MH handoff as in ROMIP.
FMIPv6 was proposed to achieve the following
two goals: (1) to allow the MH to send packets as
soon as the MH detects a new subnet link and, (2)
to deliver packets to the MH as soon as the new
attachment is detected by the new access router.
FMIPv6 achieves the goals by informing the MH
of the new AR’s advertised prefix and validating
the prospective new CoA on the new link prior to
MH movement. Furthermore, FMIPv6 sets up a
bidirectional tunnel between the old AR and the
MH at the new CoA to reduce the handoff latency,
which is conceptually similar to the idea of the for-
warding mechanism in ROMIP.

2.2. 802.16 mobility management

Recent trends about 802.16 mobility management
have already aimed at the investigation on require-
ments of localized IP mobility management (IP-
MM) [19]. Chow and Garcia [20] presented an
integration of macro- and micro-mobility in Mobile
IP for 802.16e network. A domain access router (AR)
lies at the edge of the Internet. It separates the Inter-
net from the subnetwork below. The subnetwork
below the domain AR is considered as a single
administrative domain. A domain may consist of a
number of interconnected access routers including
intermediate ARs and edge ARs. Connected to the
edge ARs are access points (AP) or base stations
(802.16e BS). An AP is considered a neighbor to a
given AP if its geographic coverage area is adjacent
to the given AP. Each AP within a domain is con-
nected to its neighboring APs via wired interfaces.
Packets destined for an MH are forwarded from
the previous AP to the new AP through the direct
wired link during an intra-domain handoff. Domain

ARs are responsible for packet forwarding during
the inter-domain handoff. However, this work
cannot fit in a large-scale domain (with a large num-
ber of MHs) well, since (1) the whole domain is trea-
ted as a single (Layer 2) broadcast domain, and the
binding update between APs generates a great
amount of broadcast messages for intra-domain
handoffs and (2) the use of direct wired link between
neighboring APs implies a significant cost of deploy-
ment. By contrast, the proposed architecture of
802.16-2004 middle-domain is more appropriate
for a large-scale network.

2.3. Vertical handoff schemes

A wireless overlay network structure [21] is defined
as the combination of wireless network interfaces fit-
ting into a hierarchy of overlapped networks, and
the network interface with larger cell size is located
at a higher level in the hierarchy. As displayed in
Fig. 2, the horizontal handoff (shown in dash line)
is the handoff between base stations using the same
type of wireless network interface, and the vertical

handoff (shown in solid line) is the handoff between
different types of network technology. There are
two kinds of vertical handoffs: the upward vertical

handoff is a handoff to an upper-layer network in
the hierarchy (usually with larger cell size and lower
bandwidth), and the downward vertical handoff is a
handoff to a lower-layer network that provides smal-
ler cell size and higher bandwidth.

Recent trend of the research in wireless overlay
networks suggests that WLAN and third-generation

Fig. 2. The vertical and horizontal handoffs in wireless overlay
network structure.
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(3G) [22,23] such as CDMA2000 [24], GPRS [25],
EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for GPRS Evolution)
[26] and UMTS [27] co-exist to offer Internet access
to end users. Ylianttila et al. [28] proposed a notion
of dwell-timer functionality for vertical handoff deci-
sion between 802.11 and GPRS/EDGE using
Mobile IPv6 to minimize the delay and maximize
the throughput. In their scheme, the MH prefers
using 802.11 interface and keeps monitoring the
received signal level from the AP. The MH initiates
the handoff to GPRS/EDGE while the received sig-
nal level during the dwell time is below the prede-
fined threshold. Chang [29] proposed a mobility
management scheme combining hierarchical
micro-mobility with fast handoff and vertical hand-
off mechanisms to reduce the overheads associated
with fast moving users. However, decision making
for vertical handoff in Chang’s work is merely based
on received signal strength. As an extension of
received signal strength-based vertical handoff, Nie
et al. [30] also considered available bandwidth for
vertical handoff.

Other than received signal strength-based mech-
anisms, there are a variety of researches for the
vertical handoff scheme aiming at different goals
in the literature. A cost function combining a vari-
ety of user- and network-valued metrics was define
by Zhu and McNair [31]. They concluded that the
network that results in the lowest value of the cost
function is the network that would provide the
most benefit to the users. Sharma et al. [32] pro-
posed a vertical handoff scheme that are based on
the monitored signal strength, quality, and noise
levels of the wireless network interface. Two
threshold levels of average signal strength, low

watermark and high watermark, were adopted to
avoid oscillating handoffs between GPRS and
WLAN interfaces. Chen et al. [33] proposed an
adaptive vertical handoff scheme associated with
system discovery and handoff decision mechanisms.
The proposed system discovery method was aimed
to balance the power consumption and system
discovery time. In the work of Wang et al. [34],
a policy-enabled handoff system was proposed.
The primary goal of the work is to balance the
bandwidth load across networks with compar-
able performance. They claimed that a stabilized
policy-based handoff system can achieve load bal-
ancing and improve network performance.

In this paper, as will be presented in Section 4,
the difference between traditional overlay networks
such as GPRS/WLAN and 802.16e/802.11 overlay

network is investigated. In light of the different
characteristics, a novel vertical handoff scheme con-
sidering the impact of the behavior of mobile hosts
on signaling overhead is proposed.

3. Mobility management in 802.16-2004 mobile

network environment

3.1. Problems of fitting existing protocols in

802.16-2004

Currently the two-tier mobility management uses
the macro-mobility protocol and micro-mobility
protocols at the same time but in different levels.
The operation range of the macro-mobility protocol
(MIP) is called the macro-domain and the operation
range of a micro-mobility protocol such as CIP or
MIP-RR is called a micro-domain in this paper.

It is proposed that 802.16-2004 devices are
equipped with L3 functionality, and from the view-
point of mobility management, 802.16-2004 devices
are used to connect different micro-domains to
Internet, thus 802.16-2004 is something between
macro-domain and micro-domain as displayed in
Fig. 3. There are two straightforward ways to design
mobility management in an 802.16-2004 network
environment: (1) macro-domain coupling, or (2)
micro-domain coupling, as explained in the
following.

3.1.1. Macro-domain coupling

As illustrated in Fig. 4, we can simply treat
802.16-2004 devices as part of the macro-domain.
In such case, BS as well as SS of 802.16-2004 can
get rid of mobility management and act just like
regular routers. Moreover, in addition to functions
of micro-mobility protocol, the gateway router

(GR) of each micro-domain is equipped with MIP
FA functions and is responsible for MIP home

Internet
Macro-domain 

802.16-2004 ? 
Micro-domain 

(CIP, MIP-RR, etc.) 

BS SS

G

Fig. 3. Position of 802.16-2004 in mobility management.
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registration. However, this kind of coupling intro-
duces performance problem in mobility manage-
ment, since MIP home registration is required for
the handoffs between different micro-domains in
the same 802.16-2004 environment, which is inap-
propriate from the viewpoint of efficiency.

3.1.2. Micro-domain coupling

We can also treat the whole 802.16-2004 network
environment as a single micro-domain, in which
CIP or MIP-RR can be applied to support mobility
management. Fig. 5 shows the typical examples for
applying CIP and MIP-RR in 802.16-2004 respec-
tively. As illustrated in Fig. 5(a), since CIP requires
all data packets to be routed to the gateway (BS of

802.16-2004 in the case) before being routed to the
destination, it results in a bad consequence that
for internal traffic of which the source MH and
the destination MH of the data packets are in the
same 802.16-2004 network, the traffic is routed to
the BS first, even if the two mobile hosts are on
neighboring subnets. The performance problem is
called ‘‘lengthy internal data path’’, which also
results in the waste of precious link bandwidth
between BS and SS.

Fig. 5(b) shows the case of applying MIP-RR in
an 802.16-2004 network environment, in which each
SS is equipped with the function of RFA to avoid
the problem of lengthy internal data path. However,
this case introduces another type of deployment
problem called ‘‘one-hop tunneling’’ between BS
and SS. Since the idea of tunneling in mobility sup-
port is used for packet transmission across networks
(regular routers) that are not supporting mobility
scheme, one-hop tunneling is inappropriate and
inefficient.

Last but not least, since an 802.16-2004 network
environment can cover a large area, treating it as a
single micro-domain lacks for the flexibility of
adopting different mobility protocols in different
micro-domains.

3.2. 802.16-2004 middle-domain mobility

management

3.2.1. Basic idea

We conclude from the discussion in Section 3.1
that it is not appropriate to treat an 802.16-2004
network environment as part of the macro-domain
nor a single micro-domain. Therefore, the idea of
middle-domain emerges. Introducing the 802.16-
2004 middle-domain results in a three-tier mobility
management as illustrated in Fig. 6. Given that

30 miles 

SS R SS R

Micro- 
domain

InternetHN

BS R

HA

GR FA GR FA 

Macro-domain 

Micro- 
domain

Micro- 
domain

Micro- 
domain

Micro- 
domain

GR FA GR FAGR FA 

Fig. 4. Coupling 802.16-2004 with the macro-domain.

Fig. 5. Coupling 802.16-2004 with a micro-domain.

Micro-mobility handoff
Micro-domain 

Macro-domain 

Internet

Middle-domain
Macro-mobility handoff

Middle-mobility handoff

802.16-2004 802.16-2004

Fig. 6. The idea of 802.16-2004 middle-domain.
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the idea of middle-domain is created after the two-
tier mobility management, the operations of
802.16-2004 middle-domain are designed to be
transparent from the viewpoint of macro- or
micro-domains. That is, neither MIP nor micro-
mobility protocols is required to be aware of the
existence of the middle-domain, and the operations
of MIP as well as micro-mobility protocols remain
the same.

3.2.2. Location management

As in the two-tier mobility management, the
micro-domain gateway router (GR) under each SS
is required to equip with MIP FA functions and is
responsible for MIP home registration. But the reg-
istration requests issued by the GR are intercepted
by SS or BS in order to perform proper actions of
the middle-domain. If an MH enters the middle-
domain the first time, the following actions are
taken in the middle-domain based on the inter-
cepted MIP registration request:

1. The BS and SS en route create the location cache
for the corresponding MH.

2. The BS allocates a middle-domain CoA (denoted
by M-CoA in the paper) for the MH. The M-
CoA is usually the address of the BS and is used
in MIP registration.

3. The BS issues an MIP registration request with
the M-CoA to the MH’s HA on behalf of the
GR. Meanwhile, the BS sends an MIP reply mes-
sage back to the GR on behalf of the HA.

Signaling flow and data delivery for an MH
entering the middle-domain the first time are illus-
trated in Fig. 7. In order to support middle-domain
operations, the cache structures in BS and SS for an
MH are displayed respectively in Fig. 8, in which
MH’s ID is the home address of the MH, the next
hop for an MH in BS is the address of the next
SS, the next hop for an MH in SS is the address
of the next GR, the M-CoA is used in MIP home
registration, and the micro-domain CoA is used in
MIP reply to the GR.

From the viewpoint of the middle-domain, there
are two types of handoff an MH can make after
entering the middle-domain: (1) inter-micro-domain
but intra-SS and (2) inter-SS but intra-BS. For case
(1), the MIP registration request is intercepted by
the SS. After updating the location cache for the
MH, the SS sends an MIP reply message back to
the GR as illustrated in Fig. 9(a). For case (2), the

BS and SS en route update/create the location cache
respectively. The BS intercepts the MIP registration
request and sends an MIP reply message back to the
GR. Moreover, in order to forward internal data
packets correctly, the location cache for the MH
in the previous SS must be cleared. Therefore, a
new control packet called route-clear packet is

Fig. 7. Mobile host enters 802.16-2004 middle-domain the first
time.

SS: MH’s ID Next Hop Micro-domain CoA 

BS: MH’s ID Next Hop M-CoA Micro-domain CoA 

M-CoA: Middle-domain CoA 

Fig. 8. Cache structure in the middle-domain.

Domain1 Domain2 

GR1 GR2 GR3

FA BS

SS1 R SS2 R

M

Domain1 Domain2

GR1 GR2 GR3

FA BS

SS1 R SS2 R

M

RC

RP

(a) Intra-SS handoff (b) Inter-SS, Intra-BS 

Register Request packet
RQ

Register Reply packet Route-Clear packet 
RP RC

RP

RQ

RQ

Domain3 Domain3

Fig. 9. Handoff scheme in 802.16 middle-domain.
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defined in the middle-domain. Signaling flow for
inter-SS but intra-BS handoff is illustrated in
Fig. 9(b). Note that there is no need to perform
MIP home registration for both cases.

3.2.3. Data delivery

Data delivery from the CN to an MH with the
introduction of the middle-domain is explained as
follows. As illustrated in Fig. 10, data packets des-
tined to an MH’s home address are first intercepted
by the HA. Since the CoA registered for the MH is
the M-CoA, the HA tunnels the packets to the BS
that allocated the M-CoA. The BS decapsulates
the received packets and forwards them to the cor-

rect GR according to the location cache maintained
by the BS and SS. Lastly, forwarding of the packets
within a micro-domain is based on the operations of
the micro-mobility protocol, which can be either
tunneling-based (e.g. MIP-RR) or routing-based
(e.g. CIP).

Similar to CIP, data packets transmitted by an
MH in 802.16-2004 are forwarded towards BS.
However, the handling of the internal data flow is
more efficient in the middle-domain as explained
in the following. Since BS and SS maintain the
location cache for each mobile host and if the data
packets are destined to another MH in the same
802.16-2004, the crossover BS/SS of the source
micro-domain and the destination micro-domain
will identify the corresponding location cache for
the destination MH and relay the data packets to
the correct next hop.

3.3. Simulation study

Two 802.16-2004 networks are created in the sim-
ulation. As illustrated in Fig. 11, there is only one
BS in each network. Four subscriber stations are
connected to the BS, and four micro-domains are
connected to each SS. There are 3200 mobile hosts
in the network. In the beginning of the simulation,
there are 100 mobile hosts located in each micro-
domain. Time is slotted in the simulation and each
mobile host leaves its current micro-domain and
moves to one of the neighboring micro-domains

Micro-
domain 

AP

HA

Macro-domain

GR

FA BS

SS R

M

Middle-domain

CN

Dest

PayloadMHCN
Src Dest

HA
Src 

Encapsulated datagram 

Tunneling 

Routing

Tunneling or Routing 

Dest

PayloadMHCN
Src 

Dest

PayloadMHCN
Src

M-CoA

Fig. 10. Data delivery in three-tier mobility management.

Fig. 11. Simulation environment.
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with probability 20% for every time slot. Three
handoff types are identified in the simulation. The
total run time is 1000 time slots. Details of the sim-
ulation parameters are displayed in Table 1.

Two performance criteria are defined for com-
paring the proposed Middle-domain scheme and
the MIP-applied contrast (i.e. the case without mid-
dle-domain): (1) the average signaling cost and (2)
the average handoff latency. The average signaling
cost is the registration cost for a handoff, and the
average handoff latency is defined as the time to
complete binding update after a handoff.

Fig. 12 shows the average signaling cost for three
handoff types under different schemes. The average

signaling cost including all handoff types is dis-
played in Fig. 13. The figures have demonstrated
that the Middle-domain scheme can significantly
reduce the signaling cost over the contrast (53% is
saved in Fig. 13).

Performance of the average handoff latency is
displayed in Figs. 14 and 15. Since the MH is more
likely to perform ‘‘type 3’’ handoff (i.e. Intra-SS
handoff), the average latency per handoff of the
Middle-domain scheme is much shorter than that
of the contrast.

3.4. Theoretical analysis

In this section, a mathematical analysis of the
signaling cost and the handoff latency for three dif-
ferent schemes, the Middle-domain scheme, the
MIP-applied scheme, and the CIP-applied scheme,
is presented. The theoretical environment for the
analysis is displayed in Fig. 16. We assume there
are x BSs located in the core network (Internet),
each BS comprises y SSs, and each SS comprises z

GRs (or FA). As in Fig. 17, we assume that the

Table 1
Simulation parameters

MH# =3200,100 per micro-domain 1000 time
slots handoff probobility = 0.2 horizontal move

Signal cost unit SHA-BS, SBS-SS, SSS,GR (1 cost unit each)
Delay time LHA-BS = 100 Time Unit

LBS-SS = 3 Time Unit
LSS-GR = 2 Time Unit

Handoff types Type 1: Inter BS
Type 2: Inter SS, Intra BS
Type 3: Inter GR, Intra SS
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probability for an MH hands over to one of four
neighbor FAs is equivalent.

3.4.1. Probability of different handoff types

Consider the case of FA handoff, the probability
of moving out of the SS area for each FA crossing is
displayed in Fig. 18. The FAs in a single SS com-
prise inner FAs and peripheral FAs. The number
of inner FAs in a single SS is denoted by IFA, and
the number of peripheral FAs is denoted by HFA.
We can easily derive the value of IFA and HFA as
follows:

IFA ¼ ðK � 2Þ2 ¼ ð ffiffizp � 2Þ2;
H FA ¼ K2 � IFA ¼ 4ð

ffiffi
z
p
� 1Þ:

(
ð1Þ

Similar to formula (1), the number of inner SSs (ISS)
and peripheral SSs (HSS) under a single BS can also
be easily derived as follows:

ISS ¼ ðS � 2Þ2 ¼ ð ffiffiffiyp � 2Þ2;
H SS ¼ S2 � ISS ¼ 4ð ffiffiffiyp � 1Þ:

(
ð2Þ

As illustrated in Fig. 18, an FA handoff in each
of the four corner FAs will move the MH out
of the current SS with 50% probability. The pro-
bability of moving the MH out of the current SS
for FA handoff in non-corner peripheral FAs is
25%.

Thus, the probability of an FA handoff making
the MH stay in the same SS (denote by PIntra-SS)
is calculated as follows:

P Intra-SS ¼ Prob:½An FA handoff results in

Non-SS crossing�

¼ Prob:½Non-SS crossing�

¼ ½4� 50%þ ðHFA � 4Þ � ð1� 25%Þ

þ IFA � 100%�=z ¼ z� ffiffi
z
p

z
: ð3Þ

Moreover,

Prob:½An FA handoff results in SS crossing�
¼ Prob:½SS crossing�
¼ 1� Prob:½Non-SS crossing�
¼ 1� ðz�

ffiffi
z
p
Þ=z ¼

ffiffi
z
p
=z: ð4Þ

The probability (PInter-SS,Intra-BS) of an FA handoff
moving the MH out of the SS but still in the same
BS is calculated as follows:

IFA 

0% 0%

0% 0%

50%50%

50% 50%

25% 25%

25%

25%25%

25%

25% 25%

Fig. 18. Probabilities of moving out of the SS area for each FA
crossing.
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HFA 
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SS

FA  

Fig. 16. Theoretical environment.
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Fig. 17. Equivalent probability for an MH handoff.
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P Inter-SS;Intra-BS¼Prob:½An FA handoff results in

SS crossing but Non-BS crossing�
¼Prob:½SS crossing \ Non-BS crossing�
¼Prob:½Non-BS crossing j SS crossing�
�Prob:½SS crossing�
¼ ½4�50%þðH SS�4Þ�ð1�25%Þf

þ ISS�100%�=yg�
ffiffi
z
p

z

¼ ðy� ffiffiffi
y
p Þ=y

� �
�

ffiffi
z
p

z
¼ y� ffiffiffi

y
p� �

= y
ffiffi
z
p� �

:

ð5Þ

Lastly, the probability (PInter-BS) of an FA handoff
moving the MH out of the BS is calculated as
follows:

P Inter-BS¼Prob:½An FA handoff results in BS crossing�
¼Prob:½BS crossing�
¼Prob:½BS crossing j SS crossing�
�Prob:½SS crossing�
¼ f1�Prob:½Non-BS crossing j SS crossing�
�Prob:½SS crossing�
¼ f1� y� ffiffiffi

y
p� �

=y
� �

g�
ffiffi
z
p
=z

� �
¼ ffiffiffi

y
p ffiffi

z
p� �

=ðyzÞ: ð6Þ

We could easily verify that PIntra-SS + PInter-SS,Intra-BS +
PInter-BS = 1, which demonstrating the correctness of
the equations.

3.4.2. Signaling cost and handoff latency

For the MIP-applied scheme, the registration
request is issued from MH to its HA and the HA
replies the request to MH. Thus, the average signal-
ing cost per handoff in the MIP-applied scheme is
calculated as follows:

SMIP ¼ 2dHA;FAðRcoreW core þ RBS;SSW BS;SS

þRSS;FAW SS;FAÞ;
1 ¼ Rcore þ RBS;SS þ RSS;FA;

8><
>: ð7Þ

where SMIP is the average signaling cost per hand-
off in the MIP-applied scheme (number of hops).
dHA,FA is the average distance between home agent
and foreign agent in terms of the number of hops.
Rcore is the ratio of the number of hops in the core
network to the total number of hops between a
home agent and a foreign agent. RBS,SS is the ratio
of the number of hops between BS and SS to the to-
tal number of hops between a home agent and a for-
eign agent. RSS,FA is the ratio of the number of hops

between SS and FA to the total number of hops
between a home agent and a foreign agent. Wcore

is the weight of each hop in the IP core network.
WBS,SS is the weight of each hop in between BS
and SS for local 802.16 access network. WSS,FA is
the weight of each hop in between SS and FA for
local 802.16 access network.

The average handoff latency in the MIP-applied
scheme is calculated as follows:

LMIP ¼ 2ðLHA;BS þ LBS;SS þ LSS;FAÞ; ð8Þ

where LMIP is the average handoff latency in the
MIP-applied scheme. LHA,BS is the average delay
time of link in between HA to BS for a handoff.
LBS,SS is the average delay time of link in between
BS to SS for a handoff. LSS,FA is the average delay
time of link in between SS to FA for a handoff.

Different types of FA handoff in the Middle-
domain scheme result in different registration costs.
Therefore, the average signaling cost per handoff in
the Middle-domain scheme is calculated by sum-
ming up the products of the probability and the reg-
istration cost under each case. That is,

SMiddle ¼ CIntra-SSP Intra-SS

þ CInter-SS;Intra-BSP Inter-SS;Intra-BS

þ CInter-BSP Inter-BS; ð9Þ

CIntra-SS ¼ dHA;FAð2RSS;FAW SS;FAÞ;
CInter-SS;Intra-BS ¼ dHA;FA½2ðRBS;SSW BS;SS

þRSS;FAW SS;FAÞ þRBS;SSW BS;SS�;
CInter-BS ¼ 2dHA;FAðRcoreW core

þRBS;SSW BS;SS þRSS;FAW SS;FAÞ:

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
The average handoff latency in the Middle-domain
scheme is calculated as follows:

LMiddle ¼ 2LSS;FAP Intra-SS

þ 2ðLBS;SS þ LSS;FAÞP Inter-SS;Intra-BS

þ 2ðLHA;BS þ LBS;SS þ LSS;FAÞP Inter-BS; ð10Þ

where SMiddle is the average signaling cost per hand-
off in the Middle-domain scheme (number of hops).
CIntra-SS is the registration cost for MHs crossing
FA areas under a single SS. CInter-SS,Intra-BS is the
registration cost for MHs crossing SS areas under
a single BS. CInter-BS is the registration cost for
MHs crossing between BS areas.

In the CIP-applied scheme, the signaling cost for
an FA handoff in the same BS is a route update
packet sent to the gateway (BS). For an inter-BS
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handoff, the BS performs the 2-way home registra-
tion on behalf of the MH. Therefore, the average
signaling cost per handoff in the CIP-applied
scheme is calculated as follows:

SCIP ¼ CIntra-SSP Intra-SS

þ CInter-SS;Intra-BSP Inter-SS;Intra-BS

þ CInter-BSP Inter-BS; ð11Þ
CIntra-SS ¼ CInter-SS;Intra-BS ¼ dHA;FAðRBS;SSW BS;SS

þRSS;FAW SS;FAÞ;
CInter-BS ¼ dHA;FAð2RcoreW core þ RBS;SSW BS;SS

þRSS;FAW SS;FAÞ:

8>>><
>>>:

The average handoff latency in the CIP-applied
scheme is calculated as follows:

LCIP ¼ ðLBS;SS þ LSS;FAÞP Intra-SS

þ ðLBS;SS þ LSS;FAÞP Inter-SS;Intra-BS

þ ð2LHA;BS þ LBS;SS þ LSS;FAÞP Inter-BS; ð12Þ

where SCIP is the average signaling cost per handoff
in the CIP-applied scheme (number of hops). LCIP is
the average handoff latency in the CIP-applied
scheme.

3.4.3. Numerical results

The average signaling cost and handoff latency
per handoff under the parameter setting of Table 2
are displayed in Figs. 19 and 20 respectively. The
figures bring out some performance characteristics
of the three schemes as explained in the following:

1. When the cell size (802.16 size) is extremely small
(y * z = 1), the operation of the Middle-domain
scheme degenerates to the MIP-applied scheme.
Thus, the signaling cost and handoff latency in
the Middle-domain scheme are the same as in
the MIP-applied scheme.

2. As the cell size increases, the Middle-domain
scheme outperforms the MIP-applied scheme in
terms of the average signaling cost as well as

the handoff latency because of the effect of local-
ized registration.

3. The CIP-applied scheme outperforms the Mid-
dle-domain scheme in terms of the average sig-
naling cost since the greater effect of localized
registration in the CIP-applied scheme. How-
ever, the average handoff latency in the CIP-
applied is slightly longer than that of the
Middle-domain scheme as the cell size is pretty
large (e.g. y * z = 1024 and 4096). The reason
is explained as follows. The probability of
intra-SS (PIntra-SS) handoff increases as the cell
size getting large. The intra-SS handoff is fin-
ished as the route update packet reaching the
SS in the Middle-domain scheme. On the other
hand, the handoff is finished until the route
update packet received by the gateway (BS) in
the CIP-applied scheme, even in the case of
intra-SS handoff, which on the average resulting
in a longer handoff latency than that of the Mid-
dle-domain scheme.

Table 2
Parameter setting

dHA,FA 16
hops

(y,z) (1,1), (4,4), (4,16), (4,64), (4,256),
(4,1024)

Rcore 0.5 Wcore 8
RBS,SS 0.25 WBS,SS 1
RSS,FA 0.25 WSS,FA 1
LHA,BS 100 ms LBS,SS 3 ms
LSS,FA 2 ms
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Fig. 19. The average signaling cost per handoff.
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4. Mobility management in 802.16e/802.11 overlay

network environment

4.1. Comparison with traditional overlay networks

An 802.16e/802.11 overlay network adopts two
layers of overlapped network technologies, WiMax

and WiFi, such that MHs equipped with both inter-
faces can have two different ways for network
access. Unlike the traditional overlay network (e.g.
GPRS/WLAN), an 802.16e/802.11 overlay network
has different characteristics as listed in Table 3 and
requires a new design of a more efficient vertical
handoff scheme. The differences and comparisons
between the 802.16e/802.11 overlay network and
the GPRS/WLAN overlay network are presented
in the following:

1. The upper layer of a traditional overlay network
(GPRS) provides much lower capacity than the
lower layer (WLAN) resulting that only a few
mobile hosts can be supported at the same time
via GPRS from the aspect of quality-of-service
support. Therefore, a typical vertical handoff
scheme in the GPRS/WLAN overlay network
usually presents the preference for an MH to stay
in the lower layer as long as possible and the
upward vertical handoff (from WLAN to GPRS)
is triggered only when the MH is out of the range
of WLAN, which is called WLAN-first vertical

handoff scheme in this paper. In contrast to
GPRS, 802.16e can support much higher data
rates up to 15Mbps, which means the idea
of WLAN-first vertical handoff is no longer

appropriate in the case of 802.16e/802.11 overlay
networks and we should have different consider-
ations in the design of the vertical handoff
scheme.

2. In a traditional overlay network, different layers
of network are often provided by different
administrative businesses so that a longer vertical
handoff latency is inevitable since the MH has to
go through the authentication process during the
vertical handoff. Moreover, it is difficult to eval-
uate and compare the cost of a vertical handoff
with a horizontal handoff since different mobility
management schemes are involved in different
layers of network. By contrast, an integrated
mobility management and security function for
both layers can be provided in an 802.16e/
802.11 overlay network since the same set of net-
work devices (BS and SS) are in charge of both
layers. Therefore, the vertical handoff in the
802.16e/802.11 overlay network is not as costly
as in the GPRS/WLAN overlay network in terms
of handoff latency and signaling overhead. Fur-
thermore, the integrated mobility management
also implies a common basis to evaluate the cost
of vertical handoffs as well as horizontal handoffs
in an 802.16e/802.11 overlay network.

3. The discussion above only addresses the charac-
teristics of the network side. It is better to also
consider the side of the mobile hosts in designing
the vertical handoff scheme. Considering a high-
speed MH moving around in an 802.16e/802.11
overlay network, it is better in term of handoff
overhead to move the MH to the 802.16e layer
instead of the 802.11 layer since the larger range
of the 802.16e cell reduces the handoff frequency.
By contrast, a low-speed MH should be more
preferred to stay in the 802.11 layer than a
high-speed MH. Therefore, the idea of Speed-

based Vertical Handoff scheme (SVH) presented
in the next section is proposed in this paper.

4.2. Speed-based vertical handoff scheme (SVH)

The main idea of SVH is that a high-speed MH
always resides in the 802.16e layer to avoid the large
number of handoff signaling packets, and a low-
speed MH is preferred to reside (if possible) in the
802.11 layer to reduce competition over the
802.16e link capacity since traffic regulation can be
exercised at the SS that in charge of 802.11 cells.
Therefore, a threshold value of speed denoted by

Table 3
The comparisons between 802.16e/802.11 overlay network and
GPRS/WLAN overlay network

Network type GPRS/WLAN 802.16e/802.11
Upper layer

bandwidth
171.2 Kbps 15 Mbps

QoS supporting in
upper layer

A few MHs Many MHs

Lower layer
bandwidth

802.11b 11 Mbps, 802.11g 54 Mbps

Administrative
business

Different Same

Authentication
process

A longer vertical
handoff latency

A shorter vertical
handoff latency

Mobility
management

Heterogeneous Homogeneous

Evaluate the cost
for handoffs

Difficult Easy
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V1 is defined in SVH. Any MH with speed faster
than V1 is classified as high-speed and an upward
vertical handoff is triggered to move the MH to
the 802.16e layer. On the other hand, mobile hosts
with speed less than V1 reside in the 802.11 layer.
In order to reduce handoff oscillation (so-called
Ping-Pongeffect) in which an MH with speed around
V1 moves back and forth in two layers in a very
short time, another threshold value denoted by V2

(V2 < V1) is defined for high-speed MHs to trigger
downward vertical handoff. For a high-speed MH
in the 802.16e layer, the downward vertical handoff
is triggered when the speed of the MH is less than
V2. The algorithm of SVH is illustrated in Fig. 21.

In order to support SVH, the MH is required to
have the ability of being aware of its moving speed.
Given that GPS (Global Positioning System) is get-
ting more cost-effective and popular in recent years,
we assume that the high-end MH with both 802.16e
and 802.11 interfaces is also equipped with the func-
tionality of GPS to ease the task of speed estima-
tion. Moreover, the routing cache is also required
to associate with SVH for location management.
Fortunately, mobility and location management
for SVH can be built on top of the middle-domain
mobility management scheme presented in Section
3.2 by merely adding a new type of cache entry at
the BS for those MHs in the 802.16e layer. Mobility
management for 802.11 MHs in the SVH scheme is
apparently the same as in the middle-domain mobil-
ity management scheme, and the signaling packets

used in the Middle-domain scheme are also used
for SVH. We skip the detail of SVH operations to
reduce the paper length.

4.3. Performance evaluation

4.3.1. Simulation environment and performance

criteria

The network topology for the 802.16e/802.11
overlay network in the simulation is one BS and
two SSs located in a 5000 m · 5000 m square. Each
SS is in charge of 64 802.11 APs (Access Points)
arranged in 8 · 8 mesh. The range of the 802.16e cell
covers the whole simulation field. The range of each
AP is a 200 m · 200 m square.

There are 300 mobile hosts in the network. In the
beginning of the simulation, each MH is classified as
one of the following types: high-speed tendency,
medium-speed tendency, and low-speed tendency,
and each type includes 100 MHs. Different proba-
bilities for speed generation are associated with dif-
ferent types. As shown in Table 4, there are two
intervals for speed generation: 0–49 km/h and 50–
100 km/h. A high-speed tendency MH have the
probability of 80% to generate its speed in between
50 and 100 km/h, and 20% for 0–49 km/h. Medium-
speed tendency MHs have the same 50% probability
for both intervals. For low-speed tendency MHs,
20% for 50–100 km/h and 80% for 0–49 km/h. Ran-

dom waypoint algorithm with pause time = 0 is
adopted for mobility model. Communication pairs

3

4

1

2

If the speed of MH < V1,

Horizontal Handoff

Out of 802.11 coverage,  

Upward Vertical Handoff 

If the speed of MH  V1,

Upward Vertical Handoff 

If the speed of MH < V2,

Downward Vertical Handoff 

Otherwise, it keeps using 

802.16e

802.11 

<–

Fig. 21. Speed-based vertical handoff scheme.
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tion. The data rate for both directions in each com-
munication pair is 10 packets/sec. The total
simulation time is 3600 seconds.

Vertical handoff latency is set to be 500 ms and
horizontal handoff latency is set to be 200 ms. The
threshold values for V1 and V2 in SVH are set as
60 km/h and 40 km/h, respectively. Four perfor-
mance criteria are defined for comparing SVH with
WLAN-first vertical handoff scheme: (1) average
handoff times, (2) average handoff latency, (3) aver-

age packet loss, and (4) link usage. The average
handoff times are the total number of horizontal
and vertical handoffs per MH. Average handoff
latency per MH also includes both cases of vertical
and horizontal handoffs, and the average packet loss
is calculated as the average of the total number of
lost packets for each MH during the simulation.
Link usage for 802.16e or 802.11 is calculated as
the total number of packets transmitted over the
link per second.

4.4. Simulation results

Fig. 22 shows the average number of handoff for
each type of mobile hosts and the summation of the
average handoff times for SVH and WLAN-first
vertical handoff scheme is displayed in Fig. 23

respectively. The figures have demonstrated that
SVH can significantly reduce the number of handoff
in comparing with the WLAN-first counterpart,
since SVH moves high-speed MHs to the 802.16e
layer to get rid of the large number of horizontal
handoff in the 802.11 layer. More specifically,
SVH saves up to 28%, 41%, and 77% of the handoff
times over the counterpart for low-speed tendency,
medium-speed tendency, and high-speed tendency
MHs respectively. The higher reduction percentage
for high-speed tendency MHs over the other two
types is simply because a larger number of high-
speed MHs are generated in the class. It is worth
mentioning that the reduction of the handoff times
also implies less signaling overhead by SVH.

Since the MH in SVH is more likely to perform
vertical handoff, the average latency per handoff in
SVH is longer than that of the WLAN-first vertical
handoff scheme as displayed in Fig. 24. However,
SVH reduces a large number of handoff as men-
tioned above, thus the average packet loss in SVH
is much less than that of the WLAN-first scheme
as displayed in Figs. 25 and 26. Lastly, as shown
in Fig. 27, SVH introduces a moderate increase
(8%) in the usage of the 802.16e link but reduces
21% of the usage of 802.11 link under the same

Table 4
Speed selection for mobile host

Speed
probability

Speed type

High-speed
tendency (%)

Medium-speed
tendency (%)

Low-speed
tendency (%)

0–49 km/h 20 50 80
50–100 km/h 80 50 20
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Fig. 22. Average number of handoff per mobile host.
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input traffic, which demonstrates the improvement
of transmission cost.

5. Conclusion

Broadband Wireless Access (BWA) technology
provides an easy, time-saving, and low-cost method
for deployment of next generation (beyond 3G) net-
work infrastructure. The newly released specifica-
tion of 802.16 (IEEE Std 802.16-2004) focuses on
fixed location wireless access and can support up
to 134 Mbps bit rate. Moreover, IEEE 802.16 work-

ing group is currently working on the standardiza-
tion of a new 802.16 interface, 802.16e, to support
wireless access with high mobility. Since an 802.16
network can cover a large geographical area and
support a large number of users, we conclude that
it is better to equip BS and SS with Layer 3 func-
tionality such that 802.16 network acts as the back-
bone network of different subnets to enhance
802.16-based network deployment.

Based on the two specifications of IEEE 802.16,
802.16-2004 and 802.16e, we propose two kinds of
application for mobility supporting: (1) Paradigm
of ‘‘802.16-2004 mobile network environment’’, in
which the idea of Middle-domainmobility manage-
ment as well as associated control mechanisms
are proposed to support mobile users with 802.11
interface that connected to 802.16 subscriber sta-
tions and (2) Paradigm of ‘‘802.16e/802.11 overlay

network environment’’, in which instead of the tradi-
tional WLAN-first vertical handoff, the Speed-based
Vertical Handoff (SVH) scheme is proposed by con-
sidering the speed of mobile hosts to provide more
efficient vertical handoff for mobile hosts with both
802.11 and 802.16e interfaces.

In summary, the contributions of the paper are
listed as follows:

1. Deployment of 802.16 technology in the large
scale has been discussed and Layer 3 deployment
is recommended.

2. Two paradigms of 802.16 deployment for mobil-
ity supporting are proposed: 802.16-2004 mobile

network environment and 802.16e/802.11 overlay

network environment.
3. A novel concept namely middle-domain mobility

management for 802.16-2004 mobile network
environment is proposed. Middle-domain mobil-
ity management is designed to be able to accom-
modate different micro-mobility protocols and is
transparent to macro-mobility and micro-mobil-
ity protocols. A mathematical analysis and simu-
lation study show that middle-domain mobility
management can achieve better performance in
terms of less signaling cost and shorter handoff
latency.

4. Differences between traditional overlay networks
such as GPRS/WLAN and 802.16e/802.11 over-
lay network are presented. A novel protocol
called speed-based vertical handoff scheme

(SVH) is proposed by considering the impact
of mobile host behavior on signaling overhead.
Simulation study has demonstrated that SVH
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Fig. 25. Average number of packet loss per mobile host.
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outperforms WLAN-first vertical handoff scheme
in terms of less control signaling and fewer
packet loss.
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